




Praise for

IRREVERSIBLE DAMAGE

“Abigail Shrier has written a deeply compassionate and utterly sobering
account of an unprecedented and reckless social experiment whose test
subjects are the bodies and psyches of the most emotionally vulnerable
among us.”

—JOHN PODHORETZ, editor of Commentary magazine and
columnist for the New York Post

“Courage is a rare trait. Abigail Shrier has it in abundance. She defies the
politically correct tide to write a moving and critically needed book about a
terrible new plague that endangers our children—‘rapid-onset gender
dysphoria.’ This book explains what it is, how it has spread, and what we
can do about it. And Irreversible Damage is as readable as it is important.”

—DENNIS PRAGER, nationally syndicated radio talk show host and
bestselling author of The Rational Bible

“Abigail Shrier dares to tell the truth about a monstrous ideological fad
that has already ruined countless children’s lives. History will look kindly
on her courage.”

—MICHAEL KNOWLES, host of The Michael Knowles Show

“Gender transition has become one of the most controversial issues of our
time. So much so that most of us simply want to avoid the subject
altogether. Such evasion can be just the thing that gives the majority an
excuse to look away from the suffering of our fellow human beings. Abigail
Shrier chooses to take the bull by the horns. She dives straight into this
most sensitive of debates. The product is a work brimming with
compassion for a vulnerable subset of our population: teenage girls. It is a
work that makes you want to keep reading because it is accessible, lucid
and compelling. You find yourself running out of reasons to look away. A
must-read for all those who care about the lot of our girls and women.”

—AYAAN HIRSI ALI, research fellow at Stanford University’s Hoover
Institution and member of Dutch Parliament 2003–06



“In Irreversible Damage, Abigail Shrier provides a thought-provoking
examination of a new clinical phenomenon mainly affecting adolescent
females—what some have termed rapid-onset gender dysphoria—that has,
at lightning speed, swept across North America and parts of Western
Europe and Scandinavia. In so doing, Shrier does not shy away from the
politics that pervade the field of gender dysphoria. It is a book that will be
of great interest to parents, the general public, and mental health
clinicians.”

—KENNETH J. ZUCKER, PH.D., adolescent and child psychologist
and chair of the DSM-5 Work Group on Sexual and Gender

Identity Disorders

“Thoroughly researched and beautifully written.”
—RAY BLANCHARD, PH.D., head of Clinical Sexology Services at the

Centre for Addiction and Mental Health from 1995–2010

“For no other topic have science and conventional wisdom changed—been
thrown away—more rapidly than for gender dysphoria. For a small but
rapidly growing number of adolescent girls and their families,
consequences have been tragic. This urgently needed book is fascinating,
wrenching, and wise. Unlike so many of the currently woke, Abigail Shrier
sees clearly what is in front of our faces and is brave enough to name it.
Irreversible Damage will be a rallying point to reversing the damage being
done.”

—J. MICHAEL BAILEY, author of The Man Who Would Be Queen
and professor of psychology at Northwestern University

“Abigail Shrier has shed light on the profound discontent of an entire
generation of women and girls and exposed how transgender extremists
have brainwashed not just these young women, but large portions of the
country.”

—BETHANY MANDEL, editor at Ricochet.com, columnist at the
Jewish Daily Forward, and homeschooling mother of four

“Every parent needs to read this gripping travelogue through Gender Land,
a perilous place where large numbers of teenage girls come to grief despite
their loving parents’ efforts to rescue them.”

—HELEN JOYCE, senior staff writer at the Economist

http://Ricochet.com


“Shrier’s timely and wise exploration is simultaneously deeply
compassionate and hard-hitting. First carefully laying out many of the
physical, psychological, and societal effects of the ‘transgender craze,’ she
then points to the inconsistencies within the ideology itself. This book
deftly arms the reader with tools for both recognizing and resisting, and
will prove important for parents, health care professionals, and policy
makers alike.”

—HEATHER HEYING, evolutionary biologist and visiting professor at
Princeton University

“Writing honestly about a difficult and vital topic, Shrier compassionately
analyzes the evidence regarding rapid-onset gender dysphoria (ROGD), a
phenomenon declared off-limits by many in the media and the scientific
establishment. Shrier simply isn’t willing to abandon the future of a child’s
mental health to propagandistic political efforts. Shrier has actual courage.”

—BEN SHAPIRO, editor in chief of The Daily Wire and host of The
Ben Shapiro Show





For Zach,

whose love is my secret weapon



She hides like a child

But she’s always a woman to me.

—Billy Joel



AUTHOR’S NOTE

I take it for granted that teenagers are not quite adults. For the sake of
clarity and honesty, I refer to biologically female teens caught up in this
transgender craze as “she” and “her.”

Transgender adults are a different matter. I refer to them by the names
and pronouns they prefer wherever I can do so without causing confusion.

Finally, I have changed the names and certain minor details of
transgender-identifying adolescents (and their parents) to ensure that none
is able to recognize herself and accuse her battle-worn parents of treachery.
Because the stories of those vulnerable to this contagion are strikingly
similar, some readers may believe they have recognized themselves—only
to be wrong.



INTRODUCTION

THE CONTAGION

Lucy had always been a “girly girl,” her mother swore. As a child, she
would climb into high heels and frilly dresses to do her chores, retiring to a
bedroom packed with Beanie Babies and an expansive array of pets she
tended—rabbits, gerbils, parakeets. Dress-up was a favorite game, and she
had a trunk full of gowns and wigs she would dip into, inhabiting an
assortment of characters—every one of them female. She embraced the
girlhood of the late 1990s, adoring the Disney princess movies, especially
The Little Mermaid, and later, Twilight and its sequels.

Lucy was precocious. At five, she read at a fourth grade level and
showed early artistic promise, for which she would later win a district-wide
prize. But as she reached middle school, her anxiety spiked. The waters of
depression rushed in. Her affluent parents—mom was a prominent
Southern attorney—took her to psychiatrists and therapists for treatment
and medication, but no amount of talk therapy or drugs leveled her social
obstacles: the cliques that didn’t want her, her nervous tendency to flub
social tests casually administered by other girls.

Boys gave her less trouble, and she had male friends and boyfriends
throughout high school. Home life wasn’t easy; her older sister fell into a
drug addiction that tore through the family like a hurricane, consuming
both parents’ attention. Lucy’s ups and downs eventually resolved in a
bipolar II diagnosis. But making and keeping female friends proved a trial
that never concluded in her favor nor ever really let up.

Liberal arts college in the Northeast began, as it so often does these
days, with an invitation to state her name, sexual orientation, and gender
pronouns. Lucy registered the new chance at social acceptance, a first whiff
of belonging. When her anxiety flared later that autumn, she decided, with
several of her friends, that their angst had a fashionable cause: “gender
dysphoria.” Within a year, Lucy had begun a course of testosterone. But
her real drug—the one that hooked her—was the promise of a new



identity. A shaved head, boys’ clothes, and a new name formed the
baptismal waters of a female-to-male rebirth.

The next step—if she took it—would be “top surgery,” a euphemism for
a voluntary double mastectomy.

“How do you know this wasn’t gender dysphoria?” I asked her mother.
“Because she’d never shown anything like that. I never heard her ever

express any discomfort over her body. She got her period when she was in
the fourth grade, and that was super embarrassing for her because it was so
early, but I never heard her complain about her body.”

Her mother paused as she searched for an apt memory. “I made her get
a pixie haircut when she was five and she just cried buckets over it because
she thought she looked like a boy. She hated it.” And then, “She’d dated
boys. She’d always dated boys.”

This book is not about transgender adults, though in the course of
writing it I interviewed many—those who present as women and those
who present as men. They are kind, thoughtful, and decent. They describe
the relentless chafe of a body that feels all wrong, that seems somehow a lie.
It is a feeling that has dogged them for as long as they can remember.

Their dysphoria certainly never made them popular; more often than
not, it was a source of unease and embarrassment. Growing up, none of
them knew a single other trans person, and the internet did not yet exist to
supply mentors. But they didn’t want or need mentors: they knew how
they felt. Presenting as the opposite sex simply makes them more
comfortable. They do not seek to be celebrated for the life they have
chosen. They want to “pass”—and, in many cases, to be left alone.

I spoke with some on the record and others off. For their honesty and
courage, they easily won my admiration. One became a friend. That so
much trans activism claims to speak in their name is neither their fault nor
their intention. They have very little to do with the current trans epidemic
plaguing teenage girls.

The Salem witch trials of the seventeenth century are closer to the mark.
So are the nervous disorders of the eighteenth century and the
neurasthenia epidemic of the nineteenth century.1 Anorexia nervosa,2

repressed memory,3 bulimia, and the cutting contagion in the twentieth.4
One protagonist has led them all, notorious for magnifying and spreading
her own psychic pain: the adolescent girl.5

Her distress is real. But her self-diagnosis, in each case, is flawed—more
the result of encouragement and suggestion than psychological necessity.



Three decades ago, these girls might have hankered for liposuction
while their physical forms wasted away. Two decades ago, today’s trans-
identified teens might have “discovered” a repressed memory of childhood
trauma. Today’s diagnostic craze isn’t demonic possession—it’s “gender
dysphoria.” And its “cure” is not exorcism, laxatives, or purging. It’s
testosterone and “top surgery.”

You’re not supposed to pick favorites among the amendments, because
it’s silly, but I have one, and it’s the First. My commitment to free speech
led me into the world of transgender politics, through a back door.

In October 2017, my own state, California, enacted a law that
threatened jail time for healthcare workers who refuse to use patients’
requested gender pronouns.6 New York had adopted a similar law, which
applied to employers, landlords, and business owners.7 Both laws are
facially and thoroughly unconstitutional. The First Amendment has long
protected the right to say unpopular things without government
interference. It also guarantees our right to refuse to say things the
government wants said.

This isn’t a matter of constitutional nuance; it’s remarkably
straightforward. In West Virginia State Board of Education v. Barnette
(1943), the Supreme Court upheld students’ right not to salute an
American flag. Writing for the majority, Justice Robert H. Jackson
declared, “If there is any fixed star in our constitutional constellation, it is
that no official, high or petty, can prescribe what shall be orthodox in
politics, nationalism, religion or other matters of opinion or force citizens
to confess by word or act their faith therein.”

If the government can’t force students to salute a flag, the government
can’t force a healthcare worker to utter a particular pronoun. In America,
the government can’t make people say things—not even for the sake of
politeness. Not for any reason at all.

I wrote about this in the Wall Street Journal, under the headline “The
Transgender Language War,” and a reader—a prominent Southern lawyer,
Lucy’s mother—saw my piece and found something in it: hope. She
contacted me under a pseudonym and asked me to write about her
daughter, who had announced during adolescence that she was
“transgender”—despite never having shown any signs of gender dysphoria



in her youth. She said Lucy had discovered this identity with the help of the
internet, which provides an endless array of transgender mentors who
coach adolescents in the art of slipping into a new gender identity—what
to wear, how to walk, what to say. Which internet companies sell the best
breast binders (a breast-compression garment, worn under clothes); which
organizations send them for free and guarantee discreet packaging so that
parents never find out. How to persuade doctors to supply the hormones
you want. How to deceive parents—or, if they resist your new identity,
how to break away entirely.

Under the influence of testosterone and the spell of transgression—the
mother said—Lucy became churlish and aggressive, refusing to explain this
new identity or answer any questions about it. She accused her mother of
being a “gatekeeper” and “transphobe.” Lucy’s manufactured story of
having “always known she was different” and having “always been trans,”
her mother later discovered, had been lifted verbatim from the internet.

In her new, highly combustible state, Lucy would fly into rage if her
parents used her legal name—the one they had given her—or failed to use
her new pronouns. In short order, her parents hardly recognized her. They
became alarmed by Lucy’s sudden thrall to a gender ideology that seemed,
well, a lot of mumbo jumbo, biologically speaking. Her mother said it
seemed as though Lucy had joined a cult; she feared it might never release
her daughter.

Gender dysphoria—formerly known as “gender identity disorder”—is
characterized by a severe and persistent discomfort in one’s biological sex.8
It typically begins in early childhood—ages two to four—though it may
grow more severe in adolescence. But in most cases—nearly 70 percent—
childhood gender dysphoria resolves.9 Historically, it afflicted a tiny sliver
of the population (roughly .01 percent) and almost exclusively boys. Before
2012, in fact, there was no scientific literature on girls ages eleven to
twenty-one ever having developed gender dysphoria at all.

In the last decade that has changed, and dramatically. The Western
world has seen a sudden surge of adolescents claiming to have gender
dysphoria and self-identifying as “transgender.” For the first time in
medical history, natal girls are not only present among those so identifying
—they constitute the majority.10



Why? What happened? How did an age group that had always been the
minority of those afflicted (adolescents) come to form the majority?
Perhaps more significantly—why did the sex ratio flip: from
overwhelmingly boys, to majority adolescent girls?

I liked Lucy’s mother, the Southern lawyer, and fell readily into the
story she told, but I was an opinion writer, not an investigative reporter. I
passed her story on to another journalist and assured Lucy’s mother she
was in good hands. Long after I had moved on to other topics for the Wall
Street Journal and the lawyer was swept from my inbox, her story remained
stubbornly lodged in my brain.

Three months later, I got back in touch with Lucy’s mother and all the
contacts she had initially sent. I spoke with physicians—endocrinologists,
psychiatrists, world-renowned psychologists specializing in gender
dysphoria. I spoke with psychotherapists. I spoke with transgender
adolescents and transgender adults to gain a glimpse of the interiority of
their experience, the liberating tug of cross-sex identification. I also spoke
with “desisters,” those who once identified as transgender and later
stopped, and with “detransitioners,” those who had undergone medical
procedures to alter their appearances, only to arrive at regret and scramble
to reverse course. The more I learned about the adolescents who suddenly
identify as transgender, the more haunted I became by one question:
what’s ailing these girls?

In January 2019, the Wall Street Journal ran my piece, “When Your
Daughter Defies Biology.” It provoked nearly a thousand comments, and
hundreds of responses to those comments. A transgender writer, Jennifer
Finney Boylan, quickly wrote a rebuttal in an op-ed that appeared two days
later in the New York Times. Her op-ed garnered hundreds of comments
and hundreds more reactions to those comments. All of a sudden, I was
flooded with emails from readers who had experienced with their own
children the phenomenon I had described or had witnessed its occurrence
at their kids’ schools—clusters of adolescents in a single grade, suddenly
discovering transgender identities together, begging for hormones,
desperate for surgery.

When transgender activists attacked me online, I offered them the
opportunity to tell me their stories as well. Several took me up on this, and
we spoke. Detransitioners got in touch too. I opened a Tumblr account and
invited transgender individuals and detransitioners to speak with me;
many did. I sent the same invitations on Instagram, where hashtags like



#testosterone, #transboy, and #ftm link hundreds of thousands of
followers. Again and again, I reiterated my desire to listen to anyone who
had something to offer on this issue. The responses I received formed the
basis of this book.

This is a story Americans need to hear. Whether or not you have an
adolescent daughter, whether or not your child has fallen for this
transgender craze, America has become fertile ground for this mass
enthusiasm for reasons that have everything to do with our cultural frailty:
parents are undermined; experts are over–relied upon; dissenters in
science and medicine are intimidated; free speech truckles under renewed
attack; government healthcare laws harbor hidden consequences; and an
intersectional era has arisen in which the desire to escape a dominant
identity encourages individuals to take cover in victim groups.

To tell the story of these adolescent girls, I conducted nearly two
hundred interviews and spoke to over four dozen families of adolescents. I
have relied in part on parent accounts. Since traditional dysphoria begins
in early childhood and has long been marked by a “persistent, insistent and
consistent”11 sense of a child’s discomfort in his body (not something a
young child can easily hide) parents are often in the best position to know
whether the passionate dysphoria of adolescence began in early childhood.
They are in the best position to know, in other words, whether the distress
afflicting so many teenage girls represents traditional gender dysphoria or
a different phenomenon altogether.

Parents cannot entirely be trusted to know how their adolescents feel
about their transgender identities or the new lives forged in its name. But
parents can report the facts of their kids’ academic or professional
standing, their financial stability and family formation or lack thereof, and
even, sometimes, their social successes and failures. Are these transgender-
identified adolescents still in school, or did they drop out? Do they
maintain contact with old friends? Do they speak to any family members at
all? Are they building toward a future with a romantic partner? Are they
engaged in subsistence living on wages from the local coffee shop?

I do not pretend to capture these adolescents’ whole stories, much less
the fullness of the transgender experience. Transgender success stories are
everywhere told and celebrated. They march under the banner of civil
rights. They promise to breach the next cultural frontier, to shatter one
more basis of human division.

But the phenomenon sweeping teenage girls is different. It originates



But the phenomenon sweeping teenage girls is different. It originates
not in traditional gender dysphoria but in videos found on the internet. It
represents mimicry inspired by internet gurus, a pledge taken with
girlfriends—hands and breath held, eyes squeezed shut. For these girls,
trans identification offers freedom from anxiety’s relentless pursuit; it
satisfies the deepest need for acceptance, the thrill of transgression, the
seductive lilt of belonging.

As one transgender adolescent, “Kyle,” put it to me: “Arguably, the
internet is half the reason I had the courage to come out. Chase Ross—a
YouTuber. I was twelve. I followed him religiously.” Chase Ross was kind
enough to speak to me, to help me understand what’s in the sauce. I
present his story in Chapter Three.

This is the story of the American family—decent, loving, hardworking
and kind. It wants to do the right thing. But it finds itself set in a society
that increasingly regards parents as obstacles, bigots, and dupes. We cheer
as teenage girls with no history of dysphoria steep themselves in a radical
gender ideology taught in school or found on the internet. Peers and
therapists and teachers and internet heroes egg these girls on. But here, the
cost of so much youthful indiscretion is not a piercing or tattoo. It’s closer
to a pound of flesh.

Some small proportion of the population will always be transgender.
But perhaps the current craze will not always lure troubled young girls
with no history of gender dysphoria, enlisting them in a lifetime of
hormone dependency and disfiguring surgeries. If this is a social
contagion, society—perhaps—can arrest it.

No adolescent should pay this high a price for having been, briefly, a
follower.



CHAPTER ONE

THE GIRLS

If you’re an American born before 1990, the words “teenage girls” likely
invoke a clutch of young women giggling at the mall. Backs against the pile
carpet of a bedroom floor, hair splayed, listening to a song on repeat while
conversation runs a similar circuit, chasing some ambiguous interaction
with a boy or a girl. Untold hours poorly spent that somehow add up to the
truest friendship. Recounting a first kiss or heartache or longing for both
and neither, nail polish remover spoiling the air like turpentine.

To understand the contemporary trans epidemic among teenage girls,
we’ll need to explore just how far girlhood has departed from this picture.
It isn’t merely that the image requires a gadget update—Spotify for CDs,
text messages swapped in for telephone talk. It’s that adolescence today
contains far fewer of the in-person comforts and torments and
consolations that once filled the everyday life of teenage girls. Being asked
out or rejected or kissed or fondled—crying and celebrating and laughing
about it with your best friend, her voice and expression, not just her words,
promising you weren’t alone.

I remember my first kiss, with Joel, at lunchtime, behind the Jewish day
school we attended. His eyes were a liquid brown. His breath smelled like
cinnamon gum. A shock of tongue and panting breath, the dizzying cloy of
his Drakkar Noir knocked me punch-drunk, left me dumb.

When it was over, I willed myself to walk casually back indoors. Did I
look different? I felt sure I must. Every molecule of the world seemed
subtly rearranged. I had the urge to run and scream and laugh and also,
strangely, to take it all back—gripped as I was with the worry I had done
something wrong. But by the logic of 1990s middle school, submitting to
the orchestrated kiss was the least I could do. I was Joel’s girlfriend, after
all.

Until two weeks later, when I wasn’t anymore. He told one of my
friends I wasn’t a “good kisser.” Fair enough. Then again, I was twelve. He



had wanted to dump me sooner, but he’d had to wait until he had the
chance to catch me alone, in person.

My friend Yael filled me in on the details she had gathered from his
friends—a litany of my demerits as girlfriend material. I went back to my
other friends: Aaron, who had missed me during my brief withdrawal; Jill,
who’d never thought Joel was that great anyway; Ariel, who took the
opportunity to punish me for my brief romantic success, pointing out that
everyone knew Joel preferred Jennifer. Even the best of friends didn’t
always excel at comforting.

But however imperfect their support, there it was: Joel, delivering the
news; Yael, providing context and commentary; Aaron, helpfully oblivious
to the trauma of it all; Jill, rolling her eyes, begging me to kick around a
soccer ball; Ariel, chiding me before taking me back. The fibrous humanity
of the average dumping. Each bit of hurt or comfort delivered by someone
who looked me straight in the eye; someone I could reach out and hug, if
I’d wanted to.

The communal nature of in-person adolescent embarrassments more or
less held true for young women born in 1990, and 1980, and 1970, perhaps
going all the way back to the 1920s. For those women born in 1978, as I
was—those who came of age when American teenagers were like charged
particles, always crashing into each other—it’s hard to imagine the
isolation of today’s adolescents.1

Teens of my era who came of age in the early 1990s set the high
watermark in the U.S. for teenage pregnancy.2 It’s been plummeting ever
since—as have rates of teenage sex—recently reaching multi-decade lows.3
This is at least partly the result of lack of opportunity: Today’s adolescents
spend far less time in person with friends—up to an hour less per day—
than did members of Gen X.4 And dear God, they are lonely. They report
greater loneliness than any generation on record.5

But let’s resist nostalgia’s trap. Teenagers are more broadly tolerant
today, according to academic psychologist Jean Twenge, an expert on the
generation born beginning in 2000 (“Gen Z” or “iGen”). Rates of teenage
abortion have plummeted.6 It has been decades since a rash of middle
school bathroom blowjobs was cause for widespread societal alarm.

To understand how some of the brightest, most capable young women
of this era could fall victim to a transgender craze, we should begin by
noting that adolescent girls today are in a lot of pain. In America, Britain,
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